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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-391

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - U-BOLT SUPPORTS

The Tennessee Valley Authority ("TVA") has undertaken substantial efforts to
address and resolve NRC staff questions regarding U-bolt pipe support designs
at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant ("WBN"). These efforts have included the
development of an extensive U-bolt design methodology and associated
criteria, analyses of individual U-bolt supports used in conjunction with
pinned struts or snubbers, and the conduct of additional (and the
confirmation of prior) U-bolt support testing, as well as numerous meetings
with the Staff. TVA believes that its efforts have provided substantial
evidence, consistent with accepted industry pipe support design practices,
of the adequacy of these designs to perform their intended safety functions.

However, TVA recognizes that there remain some Staff questions related to U-
bolt support designs. TVA believes that these questions can be resolved on
a technical basis. Nevertheless, in view of the current schedule for WBN
start-up, and the additional effort involved in addressing those remaining
questions, TVA has elected to eliminate or modify approximately 200 (of over
330) U-bolt supports at WBN. Most significantly, these changes include all
U-bolt support designs with pinned struts or snubbers on piping greater than
8" in diameter. These changes provide added assurance that the WBN U-bolt
support designs will perform their intended safety functions, and satisfy
applicable design standards.
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The proposed disposition of the U-bolt support designs at WBN is described
below.

Overview

The proposed modifications, described in greater detail below, provide for
the following changes to address the indicated design considerations:

Design Consideration Resolution

* Class I Piping Applications

* U-Bolts on Fittings

Eliminate (19
sizes))

Eliminate (49
sizes))

Supports (All pipe

Supports (All pipe

* Local Deflections

* General Stability

Remove/modify (53 Supports (All pipe
sizes))

Remove/modify
greater than
Supports)

remaining supports on
8" pipe diameter (79

In total, TVA proposes to remove or modify approximately 200 supports.1

Proposed Modifications

Class 1 Pipe Supports: To resolve Staff questions regarding U-bolt
applications on Class 1 piping, TVA proposes to eliminate U-bolt support
designs on Class 1 piping, regardless of pipe size.

TVA has tabulated a total of 19 U-bolt support designs on Class 1 piping.

Fittings: In order to resolve Staff questions related to U-bolt pipe
designs on fittings, TVA proposes to eliminate U-bolt support designs
on fittings in safety-related pipe (elbows, reducers, valves and
regardless of pipe size.

support
located
tee's),

Modifications anticipated with respect to the U-bolt support designs
based on deflection and stability considerations may involve one of
several design changes, including (1) elimination of the support, (2)
elimination of the U-bolt design and substitution of a pipe clamp or
other standard component, (3) addition of formed saddles to existing U-
bolt configurations, or (4) modification to a box frame support. As
noted, U-bolt designs on Class 1 pipe and on safety-related pipe
fittings will be eliminated.
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TVA has tabulated a total of 49 U-bolt supports located on fittings in
safety-related piping.

Local Deflections: TVA proposes to eliminate or modify U-bolt support
designs based on a conservative application of the current TVA FSAR-defined
support deflection criteria, regardless of pipe size.2  Specifically, TVA
will include local pipe wall deflections in its calculation of U-bolt support
deflections. The local deflection of the pipe wall, considering the
stiffness of the pipe, U-bolt and cross member under design loadings, will
be calculated. This local pipe wall deflection will be added to the standard
U-bolt pipe support structural deflection previously calculated as part of
the normal Code of Record support calculations. (Consideration of gaps
between the Belleville washer collars and the support will be accounted for
by including the Belleville washer stiffness as part of the composite
stiffness.)

Further, TVA proposes to assume, hypothetically, that local pipe wall
deflections translate completely to the pipe centerline deflections. Under
that assumption, if the Belleville washer spring load drops below the minimum
U-bolt preload value already established, the support will be modified3 or
removed.

TVA's present tabulation indicates that there is a total of 53 supports which
will require modification as a result of these local deflection
considerations. For the most part, these considerations have the greatest
impact on supports on pipe sizes greater than or equal to 20" diameter,
although some supports on smaller sizes would also be modified.

General Stability: In addition to the above-described modifications, which
are being undertaken regardless of pipe size, as a matter of additional
conservatism TVA proposes to modify or replace the remaining U-bolt support
designs on pipe sizes greater than 8" in diameter. TVA believes that the
level of assurance related to overall support stability increases as pipe
size decreases, and that modifying all U-bolt designs on greater than 8"
piping (which are not eliminated or modified as a result of the
considerations noted above) is a conservative determination that provides

2 The FSAR deflection criteria limit support deflections, as follows:
deflection less than or equal to 1/16th inch (greater of
seismic/dynamic load condition from pipe stress calculation or minimum
design load) or deflection less than or equal to 1/8th inch for maximum
strut load condition (deadweight, thermal, seismic/dynamic).

3 Modification options for U-bolt supports to be modified as a result of
this consideration will include the replacement of the Belleville
spring packs, in addition to the options already described above.
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substantial assurance of the stability of the remaining U-bolt support
designs. TVA believes these modifications, which will result in the
modification or replacement of 79 supports in addition to those already
described above, will provide yet additional assurance that the U-bolt
support designs at WBN will perform their intended safety function.

In reaching this decision, TVA considered several factors. In particular,
TVA notes the significant efforts that have been undertaken to establish U-
bolt support designs that provide assurance of stability regardless of pipe
size. We will not reiterate here the many elements of that effort, which
previously have been submitted to the staff.

Further, substantial assurance related to providing for U-bolt support design
stability is added by the decision to modify the remaining U-bolt support
designs on greater than 8" piping. This size cutoff enhances the assurance
of dynamic stability, and also provides further assurance of conformance to
overall support deflection criteria. This occurs because local pipe wall
deflections generally decrease with pipe size, as reflected by the fact that
the pipe diameter/pipe thickness ratio decreases with pipe size. (Indeed, the
average ratio at 8" diameter piping is less than half the ratio at 20"
diameter piping. Further, the average pipe wall deflection for 8" diameter
piping utilizing U-bolts at WBN is less than 15% of the average pipe wall
deflection for 20" diameter piping.)

In addition, as pipe size decreases, there is less piping mass to contribute
to dynamic inertia effects as well as a reduction in the average maximum
loading on the supports. (For example, on the WBN U-bolt supports the
average maximum loading for 8" diameter piping is less than 1/3 the average
maximum loading for 20" diameter piping.) Thus, the decision to modify
greater than 8" pipe diameter U-bolt designs significantly contributes to
minimizing the dynamic effects on U-bolt support designs at WBN.

Finally, two other factors contribute further assurance related to general
stability questions. Specifically, as pipe size decreases, the ratio of
cross member contact length to pipe diameter increases, thereby providing an
increased friction couple and enhancing the supports' overall stability.
Also, as pipe size decreases the ratio of U-bolt diameter to pipe size
(diameter) increases, thereby increasing overall support load resistance.

In summary, the above proposed modification of U-bolt supports on piping
greater than 8" diameter provides additional assurance that the remaining
support designs will remain stable under postulated design considerations.

Conclusion

TVA believes that the above proposed modifications will result in U-bolt
support designs at WBN which provide a high degree of assurance that they
will perform their intended safety functions.
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If you should have any questions, contact P. L. Pace at (615)-365-1824.

Very truly yours,

William J. Museler

cc: NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323


